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Their Secret An Mmf Secret Baby Romance
This is a 10 Story Collection Featuring: All 7 stories in the Stags & Vixens CollectionPLUS: 3 Bonus brand new stories!Bicurious and openly bisexual husbands get wild in this story collection featuring 10 MMF erotic romance stories set in the
Colorado mountains.These open-minded mountain girls know how to get wild with their two men, and how to encourage
them to embrace their sexuality and make the most of their burgeoning relationships. Each story is around 10,000 words
of sexy fun, and swords will cross!Content Warning: These stories are hot explicit erotic stories and contain steamy sex
scenes and explicit language suitable for adult audiences only!
An alpha with an unavoidable Arctic mission. A naturalist who will stop him at any cost. The wilderness guide who's
trapped with them on a long, winter's ride... Kane Simon has never learned the word no. But when his alpha werewolf
father dies and leaves conditions to his will, Kane finds himself stuck in a sticky situation: prove he's not just a spoiled
playboy and take responsibility for his father's company and pack. Specifically, find a vein of the elusive Luprite ore,
which werewolves need to shift. Before his death, Kane's father had found several veins suitable for mining, the largest
one being in the lower reaches of the Arctic Circle. But when Kane sees who's sitting beside him on the plane to White
Lake, Alaska, he can't believe his horrible luck: Aubrey Sanders—environmentalist, tree-hugger, and general pain in the
backside. Except he can't stop looking at her gorgeous green eyes, and something about sitting so close to her is making
him desperate for a cold shower. Aubrey Sanders is no stranger to Kane, or to the Simons' company. They've destroyed
habitats in the Amazon, Africa, and the Arctic, causing irreparable environmental harm in their frenzy to mine their way to
fame and fortune. On her way to Alaska to stop him, puma shifter Aubrey can't believe she's even letting that mangy wolf
sit next to her. She needs to dig up evidence against the charming rogue's company that she can use to block their new
mine, which threatens to wipe out one of the last caribou herds in the area. She does not need to be distracted by his wit,
his gorgeous dark eyes, and that body that makes her want to rub herself against him like a cat in heat. Thank goodness
that when they land, they'll each be going their separate ways. Wilderness guide Noah Casey has always loved the
arctic. As an arctic wolf shifter, he's more comfortable traveling by dog sled across the snow than being imprisoned within
four walls in the city where he grew up. But a man's gotta feed his dogs, so when he gets two paying clients in one day to
deliver to Wolf Peak, a week's journey by dogsled into the wilderness, he can't very well refuse. Except one of those
clients turns out to be Kane Simon, his deepest crush from high school. The guy who never gave him the time of day.
And the woman...something about her was making it hard to keep his wolf inside his skin. When Kane and Aubrey realize
they've hired the same guide, and will be sharing close quarters for the duration of their trip, neither one can relax. With
all the attraction burning the air, it's not long before the threesome finds themselves in bed, unable to resist the three-way
chemistry. Their sex is amazing, but it soon becomes clear that Aubrey can't find anything to block the building of the
mine, which will destroy not only the ecosystem but Noah's home. And Kane cannot refuse to fulfill his obligation to his
father as his pack as their new alpha—he must bring them the Luprite. It seems like nothing in the world can heal the rift
that opens between them, darker than the Alaskan winter and wider than the frozen North... Reader note: contains MMF
ménage and hot romance elements including male/male love, hot werewolves, and feisty puma shifters
In an otherwise modern world where werewolves mate in triads, one threesome faces overwhelming obstacles to
everlasting love. Chris leads a pack of werewolves threatened by a rival group. Alexandra follows love away from home
and into trouble. Ben seeks a new home but cannot escape the ghosts of his past. The mating lust pulls Chris, Ben and
Alexandra together, flooding them with the desire to mark each other and seal their bond. But their differences combine
with outside forces to pull them apart, possibly forever. Their future, their love, and even their lives hang in the balance.
They say that every tragic hero has a fatal flaw, a secret sin, a tiny stitch sewn into his future since birth. And here I am.
My sins are no longer secret. My flaws have never been more fatal. And I’ve never been closer to tragedy than I am
now. I am a man who loves, a man whose love demands much in return. I am a king, a king who was foolish enough to
build a kingdom on the bones of the past. I am a husband and a lover and a soldier and a father and a president. And I
will survive this. Long live the king.
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Sextet Anthology 3] Another day, another dollar...until love pops in to spice up the workday
drudgery. You never know when that person—or persons—working alongside you will suddenly strike your fancy, or when
a client will become so much more than a client and the sexual tension will skyrocket. Join the ladies of The Sextet as
they explore what can happen when the hazards of the job are compounded with love affairs and sensuous pleasures.
From an advertising agency where a cougar is pursued by the two sexy men on her team, to a well-drilling project that
ends up pumping more than water, to what happens when a lady hires a three-man construction crew to repair her stormdamaged roof, whether you prefer one man...or two...or three, you're sure to enjoy the sizzling erotic heat. Work has
never been this much fun... ** The Ad Men and the Cougar by Elizabeth Raines [M/M/F, with M/M, Contemporary]
Advertising executive Tracey Daniels has assembled her Dream Team—two smart, sexy men who seem to anticipate her
every move. Can they convince her to make the transition from workroom to bedroom? ** Windfall by Cheryl Brooks
[M/M/M/F, Contemporary] Angelica Jacobs gets more than she bargained for when a handsome contractor falls through
the roof of her Bed & Breakfast. Can anyone say foursome? ** Wet Her Whistle by Mellanie Szereto [M/M/F, with M/M
elements, Contemporary, pegging, sex toys] When Jonnalyn Petit's best friends, Randy and Jason, offer to put in her
new water well, will the pumping and drilling extend to her bedroom? Or will she hang them out to dry when she
discovers their secret? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
They're seeking the ideal partner for a long-term menage—and their best match might be the woman paid to find them a
perfect date... Michelle Duval runs Perfect Pairings, an upscale California dating service catering to the wealthy. But ever
since a famous client slammed her with a frivolous lawsuit, her business has been careening toward the gutter. Her luck
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has almost run out when two gorgeous men walk into her office, looking for help finding their perfect match. Sound like
an easy win? Not even close. Ethan and Troy are bisexual, already deeply in love with each other, and are searching for
the right woman to begin a family. Every woman Michelle matches them with appears great when using the algorithms,
yet the dates always end in disaster. She's desperate to keep them as clients, but keeping her interest strictly
professional is impossible with Troy's charming smile and Ethan's intense blue eyes... According to the computer
algorithms, Michelle is definitely not their perfect match. So why does her heart insist she is? Ethan Gatlin is a self-made
man living in Malibu after earning his wealth in the trenches of the financial markets. Troy is the devil-may-care heir to the
Channing family fortune who loves the ocean and is as laidback as Ethan is intense. Opposites attract, but after years of
loving each other, they've decided to take a chance on finding the right woman. Troy is optimistic, but Ethan has doubts
about their chances of finding someone worthy. He won't let a deceptive gold digger sink her hooks into Troy and break
his lover's heart. After several nightmare dates, things are looking grim. But both men are drawn to Michelle, the
attractive, enthralling woman struggling to find them a perfect match. She might believe she's a poor match for them, but
they never give up easily. Sexual tension soon edges into the red zone as the three of them prove that computers don't
always get it right when it comes to desire, much less soul mates. Only Michelle might not be the successful
businesswoman she pretends to be, and secrets don't always stay hidden for long... Reader note: contains MMF
menage, hot romance elements, California beaches, shirtless men with surfboards, sexy limo rides, and male/male love
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “The story of modern medicine and bioethics—and, indeed, race relations—is
refracted beautifully, and movingly.”—Entertainment Weekly NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE FROM HBO®
STARRING OPRAH WINFREY AND ROSE BYRNE • ONE OF THE “MOST INFLUENTIAL” (CNN), “DEFINING”
(LITHUB), AND “BEST” (THE PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER) BOOKS OF THE DECADE • ONE OF ESSENCE’S 50
MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF THE PAST 50 YEARS • WINNER OF THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE HEARTLAND
PRIZE FOR NONFICTION NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review
• Entertainment Weekly • O: The Oprah Magazine • NPR • Financial Times • New York • Independent (U.K.) • Times
(U.K.) • Publishers Weekly • Library Journal • Kirkus Reviews • Booklist • Globe and Mail Her name was Henrietta
Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. She was a poor Southern tobacco farmer who worked the same land as her
slave ancestors, yet her cells—taken without her knowledge—became one of the most important tools in medicine: The first
“immortal” human cells grown in culture, which are still alive today, though she has been dead for more than sixty years.
HeLa cells were vital for developing the polio vaccine; uncovered secrets of cancer, viruses, and the atom bomb’s
effects; helped lead to important advances like in vitro fertilization, cloning, and gene mapping; and have been bought
and sold by the billions. Yet Henrietta Lacks remains virtually unknown, buried in an unmarked grave. Henrietta’s family
did not learn of her “immortality” until more than twenty years after her death, when scientists investigating HeLa began
using her husband and children in research without informed consent. And though the cells had launched a multimilliondollar industry that sells human biological materials, her family never saw any of the profits. As Rebecca Skloot so
brilliantly shows, the story of the Lacks family—past and present—is inextricably connected to the dark history of
experimentation on African Americans, the birth of bioethics, and the legal battles over whether we control the stuff we
are made of. Over the decade it took to uncover this story, Rebecca became enmeshed in the lives of the Lacks
family—especially Henrietta’s daughter Deborah. Deborah was consumed with questions: Had scientists cloned her
mother? Had they killed her to harvest her cells? And if her mother was so important to medicine, why couldn’t her
children afford health insurance? Intimate in feeling, astonishing in scope, and impossible to put down, The Immortal Life
of Henrietta Lacks captures the beauty and drama of scientific discovery, as well as its human consequences.
Bestselling authors Sarina Bowen & Elle Kennedy return with their first Male / Male romance in 3 years. LobsterShorts,
21 Jock. Secretly a science geek. Hot AF. LobsterShorts: So. Here goes. For her birthday, my girlfriend wants…a
threesome. SinnerThree: Then you’ve come to the right hookup app. LobsterShorts: Have you done this sort of thing
before? With another guy? SinnerThree: All the time. I’m an equal opportunity player. You? LobsterShorts: [crickets!]
SinnerThree, 21 Finance major. Secretly a male dancer. Hot AF. SinnerThree: Well, I’m down if you are. My life is kind
of a mess right now. School, work, family stress. Oh, and I live next door to the most annoying dude in the world. I need
the distraction. Are you sure you want this? LobsterShorts: I might want it a little more than I’m willing to admit.
SinnerThree: Hey, nothing wrong with pushing your boundaries... LobsterShorts: Tell that to my control-freak father.
Anyway. What if this threesome is awkward? SinnerThree: Then it’s awkward. It’s not like we’ll ever have to see each
other again. Right? Just promise you won’t fall in love with me. LobsterShorts: Now wouldn’t that be life-changing...
Q&A about Top Secret: Q: Have we met these characters before in another book? A: No! These guys are brand new,
and we can’t wait for you to meet them. Q: Is this story MM? Or is it a MMF / MFM / menage? A: This book is MM. Q: Is
this a love triangle story? A: Not really. You’ll see. “Bowen and Kennedy serve up a dish of dirty, delicious frat boy
goodness, with so much depth and talent that there’s no putting this book down.” USA Today Bestselling Author Sierra
Simone "Addictive. Wildly sexy. Completely heartfelt. In short, Top Secret is everything you could want from a Sarina
Bowen & Elle Kennedy romance." #1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren Blakely "Sarina and Elle do not
disappoint with this page turner! The enemies to lovers romance sizzles with just the right amount of sweet thrown in."
Jeff Adams, Big Gay Fiction Podcast “No matter how bad a book funk I’m in, I can count on Elle Kennedy and Sarina
Bowen to pull me out with a fun, witty, sexy read. I devoured this one in one night!” USA Today bestselling author K.A.
Tucker When Elle and Sarina write together, they create nothing short of magic! 5 lobster shorts stars! USA Today
bestselling author Tillie Cole For fans of: Annabeth Albert, Casey McQuiston, Ella Frank, Kiera Andrews, Karen Stivali,
Amy Jo Cousins, Kindle Alexander, Layla Reyne, Damon Suede, Amy Lane, Vi Keeland, Lauren Blakely, Sierra Simone,
Jana Aston, Kendall Ryan, Alexa Riley, Jay Bell, Trina Solet, Reya Karl, Dawn Wilder, Eden Cole, SE Loveless, Van
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Barrett, JM Synder, Max Rose, Quinn Michaels, Elle Keaton, H G Ellis, Jane Asherwood, Keywords: gay romance, mm
romance, m/m romance, bisexual romance, college romance, football romance, hate to love, enemies to lovers, fraternity
brothers, male male, sports romance, billionaire, gay, secret lovers, forbidden romance.
*FREE Secret Bonus Story Included!**Five* furry STARS for this super smutty story of two dirty old monsters having their
way with a bored little housewife!Betty Bradford was a typical small-town housewife in rural Vermont, until one day a
beast from deep within the forest smelled how FERTILE and desperate she was. EAGER to leave her dull life, and more
than eager and willing to serve, she accepted being OWNED by Bigfoot and regarded as his human-slave -- until one day
a Yeti appears and steals her away.What will the Yeti do to Betty?Will Bigfoot seek revenge?Will Betty become pregnant
with a beasts child? This is Volume 1 of a very DIRTY, EROTIC, THRILLING and EXPLICIT series exploring Betty's new
life being owned by beasts.
Lose yourself in the heat of the moment with this arousing collection of threesome short stories. Eleven shorts to lock
down your evenings. Or days. This collection promises to be a unique, spicy affair like no other.
I didn't fall into a place of wonder and madness. I was taken.This world is a perfect, enchanting wonderland. The people
here are just as alluring. But we all have our secrets.Like the white rabbit who's leading a rebellion right under the King's
nose. Or the sweet March Hare who's actually an enemy spy. Or my one true ally in all of this, a killer who's so feared
they won't even say his real name.As for me, I have more secrets than all of them combined. Because Wonderland is
waiting for the beloved Alice Liddell. And I'm just the bitch pretending to be her.This is a reverse harem series,
recommended for readers 18 and over.
Karlie: When my mom married Jerry McKesson, I thought my life was over. Jerry’s twin sons, Colt and Cain, are
insufferable, rude, and arrogant, not to mention football stars. My quiet life as a photographer has been upended
because now, I live down the hall from two gorgeous men who do whatever they want. They bring friends over late at
night, blast music until the crack of dawn, and of course, there’s an endless stream of floozies. The banging noises at
night? The creaky headboard and breathy, soundless moans? The twins live to torment me, even if I secretly want to be
the object of their affections. Colt: My brother and I couldn’t believe it when we met our new stepsister. Karlie was curvy,
unassuming, and totally innocent. We figured our nightly escapades would shock the socks off her but looks definitely lie.
One night, we take a trip to the big city to “make it rain” with our football buddies. It’s a pre-game tradition: we hit up
local joints looking for pretty girls, and then toss bills for good luck. But when the curtain pulls apart at a particularly
seamy club, suddenly the beautiful woman on the stage makes our jaws drop. Are our eyes deceiving us, or have we just
unveiled a shocking secret about our shy stepsister? Hey Readers – You’ll love this steamy romance because of its
crazy twists and turns! Karlie, Cain and Colt face uphill battles but of course, the trio come out winners in the end. You’ll
love it, I promise! Xoxo, Cassie
I was desperate for cash, and meeting the handsome twins was the answer to my prayers. I can’t afford tuition. Not even
close. With my measly salary, I can’t even afford food. So I started dancing at a private club. It wasn’t my first choice.
After all, what girl wants to get up on stage and sway to music for an audience? But after my first night, I met them.
Zander and Zeke. Identical twins. Gorgeous and muscular, and billionaires to boot. They made me a deal: work for them,
and they would triple my earning power. But what happens when I fall in love with not one, but both alpha males? Some
people say I should run. Some people say I should hide. But I want to stay because the twins give me something I’ve
always craved desperately: love, times two. Am I crazy? Am I insane? Or am I worthy of double the love? Hey Readers –
You’ll enjoy this rags to riches story of a young woman who finds her place in the world with not one, but two, handsome
alpha males. As always, bring a fire extinguisher because you’ll be going up in flames! Enjoy! Love, Cassie
Over the last decade, the theory that poverty in the world's poorest regions could be alleviated by providing small loans to
micro-entrepreneurs has become increasingly popular. This volume examines the effectiveness of this theory when put
into practice. The book presents empirical evidence drawn from comparative experiences in seven developing countries
and produces some startling conclusions. This work should be essential reading for all those interested in development,
poverty-reduction, social welfare and finance. Volume One provides a detailed analysis of this theory and offers policy
recommendations for practitioners in the field.
Friends… A teeny-tiny crush. Maggie Drummond has one on close friend Connor Grey. Such a pity he prefers leggy blondes when
she has deep brown hair and determined curves. Then, there is her newfound pursuit in kinky—no, more adventurous, out of norm
sex. Nothing too bad, you understand. It was reading the steamy romance that sent her on a jaunt down Spanking Avenue and
now she’s set up an anonymous blog to explore her interest. Perhaps it’s best if she sticks with current boyfriend Greg and asks
him to spank her…even if Connor pops into her fantasies like a seductive magical genie. Friends with benefits… The recent changes
in Maggie don’t escape Connor’s notice. Now that her boyfriend has dropped her, and luck has gifted him with inside knowledge,
he can finally—carefully—make his move. But, given his family history, laying a hand on any woman, even in fun, is a line he’s
reluctant to cross. As Maggie gives in to the temptation to let Connor add spicy sin to her life, she finds herself juggling lies, halftruths, friendship and sensual delights. Her job is in jeopardy—and she’s falling in love. Exploring her fantasy is one thing, but
she’s beginning to question if indulging her own pleasure is worth the cost to everyone around her. Warning: Contains a girl-nextdoor with spanking on her mind and a sexy rugby player who sees past her shyness and insecurities to the sensual possibilities
beyond. Keywords: steamy romance, free contemporary romance, friends to lovers, New Zealand set romance,
One cowboy in a desperate search for a home. Another in desperate need of healing... Kaien Preston has traveled thousands of
miles searching for a ranch where he will be left in peace. He's still scarred by the last place he worked, where he was violently
attacked by another ranch hand simply because he was gay. He never stays long in one place, and now his journey takes him to
Poplar Ridge, a ranch rumored to be a haven for those who are different. He is immediately drawn to the ranch foreman, a
grizzled, stoic cowboy named Taylor McLean. Things are not easy. Taylor is a man haunted by his past, and Kaien is unwilling to
trust again, no matter how much he might be attracted to the cowboy. Yet, as the first tentative steps of trust lead to something
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more, Kaien is faced with a choice. Risk everything at a chance for love, or set out on the road again in his search for a place to
belong. For years now, Taylor has been vital to the smooth operation of the ranch and good friends with the owners, Nathan and
Malcolm. But he's bleeding from old wounds that haven't healed—loss and betrayals in his past. When a broken soul named Kaien
arrives looking for work, Taylor finds himself drawn to the quiet strength within the smaller man, whose gentle nature calls to him.
He knows Kaien deserves someone better, but as hard as he fights his attraction, he can't escape it. They share so much,
including a love of animals, but earning Kaien's trust is difficult, especially when Taylor isn't certain he's worthy of it. But time may
be running out for them both. A cattle drive into the mountains sets in motion a disaster that will either bind them together...or
leave everything they shared in pieces.
I’m a prisoner to their male desires. I was stuck in a throwaway job at place called the Second Star Diner. It was everything you
wish it wasn’t: greasy, dirty, and with too many gross guys leering at me. But after the Second Star was held up by criminals, I
was whisked away by my captors to a completely different setting: The Billionaires Club. Working at their elite underground bar, I
was expected to do all the usual waitress things. Wear glittery outfits. Clean up questionable goopy spills. And keep the
dominating alpha males happy by any means necessary. The problem is that I’ve fallen in love with one particular billionaire: Mr.
Carmichael. I shouldn’t feel this way. After all, they’re forcing me to work here. But Mr. Carmichael’s got me twisted around in the
best way possible, and now it’s too late because I’m having the alpha male’s baby. Hey Readers – Can anyone say va-vavoom? This is the Billionaires Club at its finest So many people wrote us begging for more of the Claiming Her series that we had
to keep going! As usual, the story’s off the charts crazy and taboo, so keep a drink close by to cool down! You’ll love it, we
promise xoxo Cassie and Sarah
On the day I was married, I promised to love, honor, and obey my husband Stefan. Little did I know how literally I would mean
obeying. Stefan tells me what to do, and I do it. There are questions asked, but I always submit in the end. It would hurt less if I
hadn’t started falling for him. It was supposed to be pretend. But the secrets we now share are too real, and they’re crumbling
every piece of who I thought I was. If only Stefan was the man I thought he was. If only I weren’t so powerless. But there’s one
thing I have that he wants. My body. And I’ll do anything it takes to right the wrongs I’ve discovered. Book Two in the Arranged
Series.
8 steamy must-have MMF romances about bad boys, billionaires and boyfriends who know how to treat their curvy girls. Closeted
guys will have their first loves. Wiser couples will have their second chance at love. Friends will become lovers. And, enemies will
become lovers in romances filled with lust, love, endless twists and turns and HEA endings. Her Best Bad Decision A cocky
baseball player falls for, the off-limits billionaire who owns his team, and the sassy curvy girl who moves in with him uninvited.
Laughter follows in this feel-good romance that will have you tearfully cheering for the sexy threesome by the end. Island Candy
(Complete Series) A billionaire bad boy and a brilliant artist meet their match when they fall for the same untamable girl. Friends
become lovers having mind-blowing sex. But it’s the emotional connection between the three which leads to a closeted guy’s first
love. Humor and tears makes this story a tasty treat. The Muse & In The Moonlight(Complete Series)
Mila Gallo had been running from a life she was trying to forget. When her father dies, her journey leads her home to Chicago
where she must face her family's mafia connections and the man who so easily tossed her aside. Seeing Maxen Fontana again
isn't part of the plan and neither is falling for her sexy as sin boss, Gabrielle Leone. But, you know what they say about best-laid
plans, right?Gabe Leone was just looking for a nanny for his two kids but when sexy Mila Gallo stumbled into his life, his needs
changed. As Police Commissioner, falling for a woman with the last name Gallo wasn't his brightest idea but then again, neither
was jumping into bed with Max Fontana. Being in the public eye had its challenges and when the media attacks the two people he
wants most, all bets are off. Max Fontana had been in love with Mila Gallo since she was just a kid, but he fucked everything up by
keeping his secret. He pushed her away and she vowed to never let him touch her again. He lied to himself, believing that Gabe
Leone was enough for him, but he wasn't. Max was falling for both Gabe and Mila and he was used to getting what he wanted-at
any cost. Dirty Little Secrets is the third book of The Ties That Bind Series by K.L. Ramsey
An International Bestselling Contemporary Romance Novel (MMF Second Chance Menage Romance) A suspicious CEO. An
empath who loves him. A secretary who can’t stomach being second best. After his stepfather nearly ruins both his family name
and business, Damien Fiorenza becomes suspicious of everyone—except for his long-time partner, Ethan Lord. He doesn’t trust
people in authority, much less the woman who weasels her way into his walled-up heart alongside his lover of fifteen years. Ethan
dislikes his empathic abilities, especially since they allow him to feel his mother’s indifference towards him, her only son. Damien,
however, has always made Ethan feel needed. Appreciated and protected. But, he can’t voice what Ethan is desperate to hear.
Falling for their new secretary is unexpected, but she encourages and supports him in ways Damien won’t. Shaylia Bright’s father
chose his secret family over her and her mother. Ever since, she’s striven to be the best she can be, unable to stomach being
second best. Although an office romance is taboo, she can’t deny the passionate chemistry among the three of them and finds
herself drawn to both her bosses. A dark and deep secret from the past forces Damien to raise his defenses. Haunting revelations
tear everyone apart, dooming Shaylia to second best and Ethan to an incomplete life. Wrought with insecurity and stubbornness,
can they find the courage to accept parts of their painful past in order to forge a path together, towards a happily ever after? ~~~~~
"This author did something I didn't see coming and took me by total surprise with her twist that almost collapsed their shaky but
growing triad. That is not something that is common for me and was a refreshing surprise." ~ Kat, Love Bytes LGBTQ
BookReviews "A deliciously woven story between three people who still have much to learn about forgiveness and trust, but very
thankfully, together." ~ SBee Reviews ~~~~~ Keywords: MMF, menage, hot romance, male male love, MF, MM, MMF bisexual
romance, standalone romance, office romance, happily ever after, LGBT romance, bisexual, contemporary, hurt/comfort romance,
second chance romance, widower romance, small town, HEA
A sugar daddy website doesn't seem a sound basis for an A1 life plan, but I'm a small town girl with big dreams, and there's this one advert,
this one crazy advert I can't stop thinking about... Two hot guys seeking their Little Miss Right. Someone who can entertain them, amuse
them, fit in with their corporate schedule. And sex. They want sex. Lots of sex. Bonus, right? One major dose of epic win. Of course, guys like
Carl and Rick have their conditions. One being that they come together, or not at all. Hell, I can live with that. And there are no skeletons in
their designer closet, none that I can find. Just two hot sugar daddies, with particular tastes, nothing to worry about. Until Carl and Rick spill
the big one, the one that sends the girls running. A whole string of them before me, running to the hills without so much as a backward
glance. Maybe I should run, too. Thanks but no thanks, see you around, guys, nice knowing you. But I'm already in way too deep for that.
A fake relationship leads to, enemies becoming lovers, sizzling encounters, and longtime best friends giving into their feelings and falling into
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an unforgettable MMF romance. BLAZE Blaze has a problem, he likes to put on a show. When he was a professional football player, it made
him a star. But now that he’s the CEO of a billion dollar biotech company, it can get him into trouble. And when a video of him “putting on a
show” with a set of Swedish twins goes viral, he is about to be removed from the company he started. The world is turning against him. And,
the only one who stands up for him is Ariel Katt, a rival CEO who proclaims in a press conference that she will stand by her fiancé. Fiancé?
They can barely stand each other. What is Ariel up to? And, does Blaze have any choice but to agree to Ariel’s crazy proposal? ARIEL Ariel
came from nothing and is now the CEO her own biotech company. She’s driven and knows how to get what she wants. But after a string of
bad investments, she is in desperate need of a hit. She needs Quin Summers’ latest invention which is guaranteed to change the world. That
means Quin has to be convinced to join her company. And who better to convince him than Blaze Turner, his longtime best friend and the
guy who is about to owe her big. Sure, she and Blaze never got along in the past, maybe they even hated each other, but now he needs her
and she needs him. And with the endorsement of Quin’s best friend in the world, there is no way she won’t acquire Quin’s invention and
save her company. QUIN There are two things that are undeniably true about Quin Summers; he is a brilliant genius, and he hates Blaze
Turner. Why does he hate Blaze? Because even though they had been friends since high school and it was Quin’s invention that became
the basis of their company, Blaze stole their patent and made billions from it leaving Quin with nearly nothing. Why would Quin agree to such
an arrangement? Because Quin was secretly in love with him. But Blaze screwed him, not in the good way, and tricked Quin into signing a
contract that forced him to act buddy-buddy with Blaze in public. Truth was, though, that Quin wanted nothing but to see Blaze burn in hell.
So, now that Quin has invented something that is guaranteed to change all of humanity, and he again has the upper hand, what will he do
when Blaze inevitable comes calling? Get his revenge, that’s what. That is as long as his suppressed feelings for Blaze doesn’t resurface.
'Burning Blaze’ is a steamy bisexual romance with as many laughs as twists and turns. Loaded with enough MM, MFM, and MMF scenes to
make your toes curl, it will leave you satisfied with its not-to-be-missed HEA ending. *‘Burning Blaze’ is a standalone which includes
appearances of the characters from ‘Hurricane Laine’.
Can a love affair between a reporter, a detective, and a bad boy be anything but fast and dirty? Emma MacBride is used to not being liked.
She's an infamous reporter on the scent of a story that could rock her city to its core. Local bad boy Jesse Camara has been arrested for a
truck hijacking, but she knows he's been framed for a crime he didn't commit. Unfortunately, one man is standing in her way: Detective Will
Brandt. Emma and Will have history. Despite her best efforts, the handsome detective can still get her all hot and bothered with only a look.
She's determined to prove Jesse's innocence, and certainly not because of Jesse's endearing-but-cocky smile or his drool-worthy muscles.
Although, those don't exactly hurt. She'll let nothing stand in the way of uncovering far-reaching corruption and freeing an innocent man, not
even her desire. But staying in control might be harder than she realizes. Detective Will Brandt has problems. First, he has a beautiful and
obnoxious reporter hounding him about a suspect, claiming the man is innocent. Oh, and he still wants her, even though he was the one to
walk away from her. Second, the suspect in question is a cocky, sarcastic tough guy who happens to be sexy as hell. Both of them get under
his skin in more ways than one. He can't help but be drawn into Emma's search for the truth. Together, they find evidence that Jesse is as
innocent as he claims. Now, Will must keep both of them safe, even as he finds it harder to keep his desire for them in check. And harder to
remember why he struggles to fight what he wants so badly... Jesse Camara has made some mistakes in his past, but he's worked hard to
turn his life around. That's why it's a particularly low blow when he's arrested on false charges. But at least he gets to check out the sexy,
straight-arrow detective while he's behind bars. And the hot and feisty reporter who actually believes he's innocent. Jesse has always loved
women as much as men, and he's a guy with big appetites. He takes it as a challenge to show Emma and Will exactly how well the three of
them fit together and exactly how scorching-hot a menage can be. But the people who framed Jesse aren't done with him yet, and the faster
he falls for Emma and Will, the more danger they are in... Reader note: contains MMF menage, hot romance elements, alpha bad boys, sexy
detectives, and male/male love
Before 2007, economists thought that financial crises would never happen again in the United States, that such upheavals were a thing of the
past. Gary B. Gorton, a prominent expert on financial crises, argues that economists fundamentally misunderstand what they are, why they
occur, and why there were none in the U.S. from 1934 to 2007. Misunderstanding Financial Crises offers a back-to-basics overview of
financial crises, and shows that they are not rare, idiosyncratic events caused by a perfect storm of unconnected factors. Instead, Gorton
shows how financial crises are, indeed, inherent to our financial system. Economists, Gorton writes, looked from a certain point of view and
missed everything that was important: the evolution of capital markets and the banking system, the existence of new financial instruments,
and the size of certain money markets like the sale and repurchase market. Comparing the so-called "Quiet Period" of 1934 to 2007, when
there were no systemic crises, to the "Panic of 2007-2008," Gorton ties together key issues like bank debt and liquidity, credit booms and
manias, moral hazard, and too-big-too-fail--all to illustrate the true causes of financial collapse. He argues that the successful regulation that
prevented crises since 1934 did not adequately keep pace with innovation in the financial sector, due in part to the misunderstandings of
economists, who assured regulators that all was well. Gorton also looks forward to offer both a better way for economists to think about
markets and a description of the regulation necessary to address the future threat of financial disaster.
Rule One: Don’t date your therapist. Rule Two: Don’t date the man of the house. Rule Three: Definitely don’t date both at once. Easy right?
Guess again. I’ve always had a strange relationship with my stepdad Gray. We don’t get each other. Well, I get him. I see that body, hard
and muscular. And my mom’s long gone, so why not? But Gray’s moral. A good guy. He wants me, but he doesn’t. So we go to therapy
together. Except the therapist is gorgeous. Mason Channing, PhD, helps couples resolve their issues. But Dr. Channing’s not interested in
fixing things because he’s interested in something else. My curves. My wetness. Making me pant … as Gray watches. This is wrong. So bad.
Totally taboo. But it’s the best therapy I’ve ever had …
Written in the proven Secrets(R) question-and-answer format, this pocket-sized clinical guide is an authoritative source for the effective and
safe practice of oral and maxillofacial surgery. It is the ideal preparation tool for clinical rotations, exams, and board certification in oral and
maxillofacial surgery. ] Popular and trusted Secrets(R) question-and-answer format helps you better understand the questions you are asked
and provides you with perspective for the questions you ask yourself. ] Over 2,300 questions and answers offer valuable pearls, tips, memory
aids, and secrets from oral and maxillofacial surgery experts in a concise, easyto- read format. - Core knowledge is presented in the popular
and trusted Secrets (R) question-and-answer format. - Over 2,300 questions and answers provide valuable pearls, tips, memory aids, and
secrets from experts in the fi eld. - Chapters are written by internationally recognized experts in the fi eld, making this an authoritative
resource for the safe and effective practice of OMS. NEW! 15 all-new chapters bring you the most current clinical information on recent
advances in the science and practice of oral and maxillofacial surgery. ] NEW! Cosmetic Surgery section covers the evaluation of the aging
face, forehead/blepharoplasty, facelift/neck, rhinoplasty, and non-invasive cosmetic procedures. ] NEW! Updated Secrets(R) two-color design
highlights questions, tables, boxes, and bulleted lists so you can find information more easily. FIFTEEN CHAPTERS Chapter 9: Anesthesia
for Diffi cult Patients Chapter 13: Introduction to Mechanical Ventilation and ICU Care Chapter 24: Wound Healing Chapter 29: Diagnosis and
Management of Dentoalveolar Injuries Chapter 35: Craniofacial Syndromes Chapter 36: Oromandibular Dysostosis Chapter 40: Distraction
Osteogenesis Chapter 45: Cancer of the Oral Cavity Chapter 47: Vascular Anomalies Chapter 48: Osteoradionecrosis/Osteonecrosis of the
Jaws Chapter 49: Neck Mass Chapter 50: Bone Grafting to Facilitate Dental Implant Placement Chapter 51: Local and Regional Flaps
Chapter 52: Reconstruction of the Facial Subunits Chapter 53: Microvascular Surgery CHAPTERS DEALING WITH COSMETIC SURGERY
Chapter 54: Evaluation of the Aging Face Chapter 55: Cosmetic Blepharoplasty Chapter 56: Rhytidectomy Chapter 57: Rhinoplasty Chapter
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58: Minimal-Invasive Cosmetic Procedures
I'm expecting my stepbrothers' babies! Kyleigh: Years ago, my mother married the twins’ father. Roman and Ryder, my new stepbrothers,
were rude, arrogant, and embarrassed me in front of the entire lacrosse team. I wanted the floor to swallow me whole. But when I return to
little Farmingdale for our high school reunion, everything changes because the twins look at me with new eyes. They appreciate my curves,
and there’s electricity flowing in the air. The problem is that after one fateful night, I’m pregnant with their children. I’m expecting twins … and
my stepbrothers are my babydaddies. Roman: We never meant to get her pregnant. But Kyleigh’s changed a lot. She used to be a tall,
skinny beanpole with an awkward gait and coke bottle glasses. The woman who showed up at our high school reunion was completely
different: she was sassy and shapely, with curves that made our mouths water. It was never supposed to happen, but her allure was too
strong. Kyleigh’s now pregnant with our twins, and my brother and I are going to find some way to make this work even if it costs us
everything. Note to my readers: Hot hot hot! Lose yourself in this dramatic tale of a girl who finds herself pregnant with twins by her twin
stepbrothers. As always, keep a cool glass of lemonade on hand because you’ll be sweating with excitement by the end. Love, Cassie

When eleven year old Tony and his older brother, Jack are on the ferry to Galiano Island at the start of their summer
holiday, Tony sees a pickpocket steal a wallet. The pickpocket, a girl about Tonys age is caught but the wallet cannot be
found. The girl makes a daring escape when the ferry docks at the island. Tony thinks she is part of a gang of young
thieves led by an older man and a woman. Tony and Jack set up camp overlooking a popular pleasure boat harbour
close to the home of their parents friends from Africa. Their sister Meg is staying with these friends who have a daughter
named Sam. Sam believes she has discovered an ancient tunnel and the four children decide to investigate. Anchored in
the harbour is a large motor launch.Tony sees the girl pickpocket on deck. He also sees the man and woman who were
on the ferry. On a shopping trip with Sam and her mother Tony and Jack see the gang of thieves stealing wallets and
purses and they discover how the gang conceals the stolen items. Finally, the secret of the ancient tunnel is revealed and
leads to an exciting escape and the capture of the gang of thieves.
20 steamy must-have MMF romances with over 2500 pages about bad boys, athletes, and billionaires who know how to
treat their curvy girls. Guys will have their first time gay loves. Friends will become lovers. And, enemies will become
lovers in romances filled with lust, love, laughter, tears, endless twists and turns, and HEA endings. Her Best Bad
Decision A cocky baseball player falls for, the off-limits billionaire who owns his team, and the sassy curvy girl who
moves in with him uninvited. Laughter follows in this feel-good romance that will have you tearfully cheering for the sexy
threesome by the end. Island Candy (Complete Series) A billionaire bad boy and a brilliant artist meet their match when
they fall for the same untamable girl. Friends become lovers having mind-blowing sex. But it’s the emotional connection
between the three which leads to a closeted guy’s first love. Humor and tears makes this story a tasty treat. (Includes the
all new story ‘Island Candy: Baby News’) The Muse (Complete Series) A billionaire businessman and a brilliant artist
meet a wild, curvy girl and get their lives turned upside down. A sassy heroine is seduced by a billionaire, while an angsty
artist tackles his past. Expect humor, mind-blowing sex, and emotional-fulfillment in this perfect escapist romance. In The
Moonlight (Complete Series) A genius billionaire, a sexy rocket engineer, and an introverted curvy girl, go on a wild ride
towards love. Dating the boss leads to humor, out of this world sex, and a few tears in this heartwarming romance. Also
included: Bane (Series) Bittersweet (Series) Before He Was Famous (Series) Rules For Spanking (Series) Her Two
Wishes (Series) Her Red Hood Beauty and Two Beasts ‘‘20 Sizzling MMF Bisexual Romances’ contains very steamy,
ultra-high heat bisexual menage romance series with enough MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes to make your toes curl
again and again. With lots of humor and twists and turns, each series has a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
Willingly bound and seduced by two masters...Two men have walked in to Monica Evans' life, and it isn't ever going to be
the same. Owen Clifford and his lover, Alec Stroud, are investigating fraud at Monica's place of work, a luxurious London
hotel. From the moment they meet, the chemistry between the three of them is off the scale.But Monica has a secret, and
it isn't anything to do with fraud. Like her sisters, Monica is a psychic. In Monica's case the gift is psychometry—when she
touches objects or people she can experience their sexual history. Can she ever truly share that with a lover, let alone
two bisexual lovers? Something about Owen and Alec captures her though, literally. Willingly bound and seduced by two
masters, Monica opens up to them, physically, emotionally, and psychically.Owen and Alec have been looking for their
third and they believe Monica might be the one to complete their lives. But Monica's secret isn't the only barrier these two
have to break down in order to win their woman. Fraud, duplicity, and mysterious threats add to their complications. For
Owen and Alec, the challenges are stacking up and the race is on.
A sheltered princess meets, a gorgeous bad boy, and his irresistibly sexy best friend. Love and heartbreak will cause
heroes to rise. While danger and tragedy turn friends to lovers in this epic soul mate romance that you won't put down
until its HEA ending. Jasmine - has been having dreams. In it, a rippling god claims her innocent body and makes it his
own. That is only a dream, however. If she wants to be touched by a man in real life, she would first have to escape the
palace where her father, the Sultan, has forbid any man from looking her in the eyes. But, something is telling her that
her first love lies beyond the palace walls. How could she get there? Everything would have to go exactly right. Which
means that her future would all come down to fate. Aladdin - hasn’t been innocent in a long time. Street smart and
confident, he has an all-consuming secret; he’s attracted to guys. That isn’t the reason he saves a fellow street-rat from
being beaten. But that is the reason Aladdin looks into the beautiful boy’s grateful eyes and quivers for his lustful touch.
What will Aladdin do when he realizes that his beautiful boy is Jasmine in disguise? Will he recognize her as his soul
mate? Or, will the tragedy that tears them apart lead him into the arms of a loyal friend who would do anything to keep
Aladdin safe? With a powerful sorcerer willing to destroy the kingdom to keep the three separated, Aladdin will have to
make a sacrifice. Will he choose Jasmine or his best friend? Or will Jasmine, with two wishes of her own, come up with a
way for this love triangle to live happily ever after? Adventurous days and steamy nights follow in ‘Her Two Wishes’, an
ultra-high heat re-imagining of a classic fairy tale. This bisexual menage romance has twists and turns, explicit MF, MM,
and MMF scenes, and a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
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She's my daughter's innocent, curvy friend, but I've had her act out some naughty fantasies for me. Marie came from
France as an exchange student. I was a “host parent,” I guess is what you call it. Except there was no one less qualified
to be a host than me because the moment I saw her, my world flipped upside down. Marie was beautiful. Sassy. And
those generous curves drove me nuts. But this can’t happen because Marie’s my daughter’s best friend … and what
we’re doing is utterly taboo. Hey Readers – Pop open the bubbly and get ready for some fun because this book is going
to leave you gasping for more (in a good way). As always, our feisty heroine gets her HEA, with a pregnancy and a
secret baby too. You’ll love it, I promise! Xoxo, Cassie
A cocky baseball player falls for, the curvy girl who knows how to put him in his place, and the off-limits billionaire who
owns his team. Laughter follows in this second chance romance where pretend dating leads to secret relationships and a
whole lot more. Lexi As a curvy American girl spending her senior year in Japan, the last thing Lexi expected was to find
a guy. So, when Forrest Wolf, the drop-dead gorgeous American star of Japan’s baseball league, crossed the bar to
meet her, you can excuse her skepticism. The man was used to thousands of people chanting his name every night. No,
she immediately shut him cocky ass down… his incredibly tight, cocky ass… how long had it been since she had had sex,
again? Why is it that after a girl gives in to a guy, and they have the most incredibly night of their lives, the guy could beg
the girl for her number and then still not call? In Forrest’s case, it may have to do with him being traded to an American
team days after they met? Maybe. So, when Lexi returns home and gets a dream job offer dependent on getting an
interview with him, what is she to do? Could this be a second chance at love? Or will that get ruined when, after again
staring at his cocky ass, things “get complicated” in a restaurant bathroom… and everyone hears them… and posts it on
social media? Yikes! Forrest Wolf Forrest was the biggest thing in baseball… during college. In the majors, he partied his
way into being a bust. But then he went to Japan, cleaned up his ways and became a star. So, why is it that when he is
then made the face of Portland’s new team, he again crashes and burns? It’s because Forrest has a huge secret. His
name is Bradley Morrow and he is the sexy billionaire owner of Forrest’s new team. Before Forrest knew who he was,
the two hooked up. Now Forrest can’t get his off-limits boss out of his mind. Was that what went wrong between Forrest
and Lexi? Maybe. Could he explain that to Lexi, who has amazingly reappeared in his life? And, would Lexi mind
pretending to be his girlfriend to convince his boss that their night together meant nothing to him? Forrest has never
fallen in love with a guy before. And, as sexy and charming as Bradley is, Forrest needs to keep a tight grip on his heart.
Bradley Morrow Ley believes that the fastest way to make a billion dollars is to find someone with a great mind. And, the
fastest way to lose a billion dollars is to find someone with a great body. Not only does his star player have the best body
he has ever seen, but so does his sexy girlfriend Lexi… that is if she really is his girlfriend. Whatever is going on between
those two, Ley knows that they are both off-limits. He’s Forrest’s boss, after all. Could the three of them even attempt a
secret relationship with the whole world watching? On the other hand, what’s the use of having all of the money in the
world if you don’t have love? ‘Her Best Bad Decision’ is a very steamy, very funny, ultra-high heat standalone bisexual
menage romance with explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. Contains a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
A bad boy billionaire, his good-hearted best friend, and the curvy woman of their dreams fall into an unforgettable MMF
bisexual romance when a fake relationship leads to, friends becoming lovers, sizzling encounters, and longtime best
friends giving in to their heart-aching passion. HART When Hart saw two of his kindergarten students teasing another, he
stepped in. When he found out that the kid was being teased because he had two dads, Hart had the kid’s imagine how
they would treat him, their teacher, if Hart had a husband. Who would have known that one of the kids would misinterpret
it and tell his conservative parents… who would then complain to the school’s conservative board… who would then go to
his principal to get Hart fired? Luckily the principle put her own job on the line to protect his. And all Hart has to do to
save both of their jobs is to invite his “respectable” husband to meet the school board. Too bad Hart doesn’t have a
husband and the only one he had who would pretend was Vandal, his reckless childhood friend with more money than
sense. IVY As principal, Ivy was surprised to learn that her favorite kindergarten teacher had a husband. Hadn’t their
night out together been a date? No matter, she wasn’t going to allow the school’s board to fire him just because he was
gay. But, the question was, how was her heart-thumping work-crush married to her drool-worthy celebrity crush, Vandal
Scott. And when the three of them are forced together by a school retreat and the bad boy billionaire makes things
complicated, what is Ivy supposed to do considering how tired she is of having more respectability than sex? VANDAL
It’s hard being drop dead gorgeous and born filthy rich, but Vandal Scott struggled through. But, seriously, what was
genuinely hard was the boredom. So, when his childhood best friend asks him to play the role of his dutiful husband,
Vandal throws himself into the part. Who would have guessed that his pretend relationship would spark real feelings?
And that the object of his affection would already have feelings for a beautiful principal who was a much better match for
Hart than Vandal was? Falling in love for the first time and having a billion dollars at his disposal, how will Vandal win the
heart of his long time best friend? Desperate to have the life he didn’t even know he wanted, how many lives was Vandal
willing to wreck to get it? ‘Reckless Vandal’ is a steamy bisexual romance with as many laughs as twists and turns.
Loaded with enough MM, MFM, and MMF scenes to make your toes curl, it will leave you satisfied with its not-to-bemissed HEA ending. * Reckless Vandal’ is a standalone which includes appearances of the characters from ‘Hurricane
Laine’ and ‘Burning Blaze’.
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